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1. Introduction

Brazilian Portuguese (BP) has been shown to be partially losing the properties of a 

[+Null Subject] Language since the turn of the 19th century (Kato & Tarallo 1988, 

2003; Duarte 1993, 1995, 2019 a. o.; Kato 2000; Kato and Duarte 2017, 2018, a. o.)

Two major explanations can be given for this partiality:

a) the changes are still in progress, and the partial existence of NSs and of free

inversion has to do with the fact that the changes are not completed yet;

b) the partial aspects of the change have allowed the inclusion of PB among partial

NS languages (Holmberg & Sheehan 2010), which exhibit optional referential NSs, a 

null or overt expletive and NS with generic interpretation.



2. The aims of this study

The aim of this study is to show that variation/optionality in the NS properties of

BP is of a  stylistic nature, being defined at the PF interface  (Chomsky and Lasnik

1977). 

a) First, we will see that  free inversion, or predicate inversion ,  in Romance NS 

languages is constrained by prosodic weight.

b) Second, we will see that the optionality of null referential subjects has to do 

with stylistic factors of two kinds: a) the first is related to the conservative grammar

acquired by instruction, and b) the second concerns a 20th  century BP preference

for a prosodic Verb-second (linear V2) sentential pattern.



3. Free inversion in Romance (Kato 2000) 
3.1. Spanish and Italian

Bentivoglio & D ‘Introno (1978) show that in Spanish free Inversion is more easily 

found when the objects are clitics:

(1) a.  Lo instaló Esteban.

it installed Esteban

b.  Quería hacerlo Juan. 

wanted to-do-it John

The same is found in Italian by Beninca & Salvi (1988):

(2)  a. L'ha mangiata la mamma.

it has eaten the mummy

b.?Há mangiato la torta la mamma.

has eaten the pie  the mummy



3.2 Free inversion in BP and EP

(3) a.  Chegou o trem. BP EP

arrived the train    

b. Dormiu o bebê. *BP EP

slept the baby

c. Assinou a carta     o chefe do departamento. *BP EP

signed the letter  the head of-the department 

d. Enviou a  carta a todos o presidente da firma. **BP EP

sent    a    letter to everyone the president of-the company 

Free inversion in BP today  is restricted to unaccusative verbs (Tarallo and 

Kato1989). 



3.3. Free inversion and loss of clitics in BP

In BP such constraint has been aggravated by the fact that it has lost part of its

clitics (Cyrino 1993, Cyrino, Duarte & Kato 1993, Nunes 1993, a.o.), a fact that

made the complement side of the sentence heavier (exs (4b and 4c)). Inversion

has then become restricted to monoargumental verbs, particularly with

unnaccusatives (cf. Kato and Tarallo 1989).

(4) a. Comprou-lhe uma joia         o Pedro. (EP and BP 19th century)

bought- him/her  a     jewell the Peter

b. *Comprou pra ela uma joia   o Pedro.           (BP 20th century)

bought  for she    a    jewell the Peter

c. *Comprou uma joia  pra ela   o   Pedro.         (BP 20th century)

bought a     jewel for she the Peter



3.4. Free inversion as P-movement (Zubizarreta 1998)

Zubizarreta (1998) proposed that the predicate inversion in Romance results from a 

general predicate movement which is constrained by prosody , called  P-

movement. 

The existence of clitics, and their light nature, explains why predicates with clitics

are found in Romance inversion, while in BP the loss of clitics made it reduce

inversion only to unaccusative verbs.

The partial loss of inversion in BP was then triggered by the loss of clitics , and

is, possibly, independent of the loss of NSs.



3.5.Verb-initial elements in free inversion

Kato (2002) and Kato & Duarte (2003), on a research Project on spoken BP, concluded that this
variety of Portuguese rejects V1 structures in free inversion, with transitive and intransitive verbs,
filling the preverbal position with a complement, an adjunct or even a discursive element. The
authors associated this restriction to the new prosodic rhythm of the language, a consequence of
the resetting of the NSP.

( 5) a. Ali dorme o bebê. BP
there sleeps the baby

b.? Depois do       diretor, assinou a    carta o    chefe do       departamento. BP
After of-the diretor, signed the letter the chief of-the department

More recently Pilati (2006 a.o) proposed that inversion is obtained more easily when a deictic or a 
locative element satisfies the EPP, occupying the verb initial position. 

(6) a.* Dormem aqui as crianças.
sleep here the children

b.   Aqui dormem as crianças.

here sleep the children



3.5. (cont.)

Buthers & Bonfim Duarte (2012) propose that as BP becomes a partial NS

language , with referential NSs but with null expletives, locatives become

grammaticalized as lexical expletives, just like there in English.

(6) a. Lá vai    o   time de futebol.

there goes the team of soccer

(7) b.  Aqui constrói um país.

here builds  a country

As such constructions increase , the pattern XP V (YP) also increases, specially

for impersonal constructions.



4. The loss of referential Null Subjects in BP
4.1 The first studies

BP has been described as having lost the referential NS in most contexts (see (6)) and preserved

the non-referential null expletive (Duarte 1995; Figueiredo 1996; Modesto 2000).

(5) a.  2ps  terá o cavalo que 2ps deseja

(you) will-have the horse that (you) wish

b. já ontem 1ps comprei-lhei o   hábito       com que      3ps andará vestido.

already    ( I ) bought himi the costume   with which (he) will-be dressed

(O noviço, MARTINS PENA, 1845)

(6) a. Se eu ficasse aqui eu ia       querer ser      a    madrinha. 

if   I    stayed  here I    would want   to-be the godmother  

b. Você não entende meu coração porque você ‘tá sempre olhando pro      céu

you   not  understand my heart because you  are always looking  at-the sky

c. Agora ele não vai poder dizer as coisas   que ele queria   dizer

now   he   not  go can      say   the things that he  wanted to-say

(No coração do Brasil, M. FALABELLA, 1992, 20th century)



4.2. The recovery of null referential subjects through schooling

Core grammar in BP is known to have no NSs for referential subjects (cf. Simões 
2000), keeping them for expletives only.

Table I. Referential NSs are shown to be recovered by instruction at school
(Magalhães 2000)

Referential Subjects First grade 3rd/4th grades 7th/8th grades

Overt Pronominal 
Subjects

97.89% 78.0% 50.38

Null Subjects 2.11% 22.0% 49.62%



4.2. Optionality of NSs appears with schooling (Magalhães 2000) 

(7) a. 1ps vou pedir uma ordem ao     médico  porque  eu1 não agüento ver     você

( I )   am asking an order to-the doctor because I   not stand     to-see you

sofrer  mais. 

suffer anymore (7th grade)

b. Eu1 estou de castigo,     porque 1ps briguei com minha irmã e 1ps não vou 

I   am in punishment because ( I )  argued with my sister and ( I )  not going

poder           jogar  futebol hoje. 

to be-able to play soccer today (7thgrade)



4.3. Variation as a phenomenon of code-switching

The NS acquired through schooling is not part of the child’s core grammar, but part

of a second grammar in the periphery of the I-language of a literate speaker. The

variation/optionality that we find in students and in literate Brazilians is like the

phenomenon of code-switching, and the effect is stylistic (Kato 2013).

Table II. Referential 3rd person NSs in speech and writing of literate Europeans and
Brazilians (Duarte 1995, 2007, 2019)

SPEECH WRITING

EP (1980) BP (1992) BP (2010) EP (2000) BP (2000)

303/417 

73%

209/546 

38%

331/1179

28%

227/244

93%

119/241

49%



5. Morphological trigger and prosodic consequence

One possible assumption regarding the partial loss of referential null

subjects in BP was that the change was triggered by the loss of its rich

inflectional morphology (Duarte 1995) and the acquisition of free weak

pronouns instead of pronominal inflection (Kato 1999).

But, we would also propose that, as a consequence, we had a parallel

change in terms of sentential prosody. From the possibility of V1 of

prototypical NS languages, we now have a preference for linear V2

sentence pattern.



5.1. Optional contexts for the deletion of pronominal subjects

Using Holmberg’s (2005) and Roberts’ (2010) deletion analysis of NSs, the contrast is easily

seen in the group of spoken sentences below.  Even though V1 is still attested, subject

deletion can occur in the presence of a light constituent (a light adverb,  negation or a clitic

in first position), maintaining the V2 order:

(8) a. (Eu) já trabalhava naquela época. 

( I )   already worked.past at-that time

b. (Cê) Nunca ouviu falar nele?

(you) never heard.past about him?

c.  (Ele) Não aguentou o tranco.

(he) not stand.past the preassure

d. (Eu) Me tornei independente.

( I ) cl.refl.1ps became independent (exs. from Duarte 1995)



Conclusion: “Avoid V1”

In conclusion, we can propose that a stylistic prosodic rule affected both free inversion and NS 

construction in BP .

( 9 ) a. Lá vem        a       Maria. (V2) (9)  b.*Vem    lá        a    Maria.  (V1) 

there comes the Mary                                         comes there the Mary

( 10 )a. Você é americano?           (V2)    (10) b. * É americano?                (V1)

you are American?                                               are American?

We may consider that, at the PF interface, languages have filters regarding their rhythm. To account

for the preference for certain forms at this stage of the change in course in PB, a constraint of the

form: “Avoid V1“ will be proposed. This constraint has nothing to do with an XP constituent in Spec

of C with the verb in C, like in V2 Germanic languages, but with a prosodic requirement. This means

that the initial element can be a head or an XP.

We may conjecture that the rhythmic pattern enters as a sort of parameter, just like morphology.

The child would probably be more sensitive to prosody first than to morphology .



AND HAPPY ANNIVERSARY, LSRL!!!!

Thank you very much, dear organizers and
audience!


